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When DRRK Group was founded in 
the year 1967, the only idea, apart 
from being a corporation carrying 
out healthy business, was to touch 
the lives of people, as many as one 
cannot even fathom. After a span of 
around 5 decades, we can finally 
say that we have attained what our 
visionary leader Mr. Mahinder Pal Ji, 
once envisioned. 

Stepping into the future as one of 
the top conglomerates in the rice 
industry, I want to convey to our 
consumers that the DRRK Group is 
all about products with better 
quality, superior taste and exquisite 
aroma. Every member associated 
with the DRRK Group puts in 
relentless effort to improve the 
service standard, ensuring our 
products reach new markets both 
domestically and on an 
international level.

After achieving so much in the 
past couple of decades, I can only 
assure that our journey has just 
started. With long term plans to 
transform the present stature of 
the company into a Global High 
Quality Food Supplier, we also 
intend to offer finest quality Rice 
Based Snack Foods, Wheat 
Products, Rice Bran Oil and a lot 
more.

I would like to conclude by 
reiterating our sole intention of 
serving our clients with 
never-ending dedication and with 
product quality that’s second to 
none. In this journey we are 
nothing but pleased to have 
world-class infrastructure at our 
disposal and the support and well 
wishes of our clients, employees 
and every single person who 
helped us in transforming a dream 
into reality.
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From the desk of

the Chairman



It all started back in 1967. From tiny 
spark ignited by our visionary leader 
Mr. Mahinder Pal Ji, the DRRK Group 
came into being. Who could have 
guessed that over the years we will 
turn out to be one of the leading Rice 
Manufacturers and Exporters of the 
nation?
Hard work indeed pays off and with 
our relentless dedication we are 
sowing the seeds of success as we 
cross another milestone by reaching 
turnover of around US $75 million.
Working towards a goal driven by our 

sense of responsibility towards our 
customers, we came up with one of the 
most exquisite Basmati ever produced 
in our rice mills in Amritsar (PB), India. 
The Crown Basmati Rice is now being 
exported to 15 countries globally and is 
counted among one of the top rice 
brands that excels not only in looks 
and taste, but also in aroma and 
quality.
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crown Story



Driving us

 towards Success…
Mission:
“To be a global high quality food 

supplier to consumers across the 

globe, delivering quality products and 

services resulting in customer satisfac-

tion” Our Mission is to keep providing 

our consumers with high quality 

products and services and to ensure in 

keeping the best traditional taste alive 

with advanced technologies and 

techniques.

Vision:
“We see ourselves as providers of the 

best taste and quality food product, 

offering varieties of rice to customers 

worldwide by focusing on traditional 

flavor and goodness.”

Values:
We value QUALITY – that enthralls 

food lovers all across the world. Our 

endeavor is to maintain such quality 

that is evident in aroma and taste of 

every rice grain that we offer.

We value INNOVATION – to satisfy the 

needs of consumers with pioneering 

ideas in taste and variety.

We value our consumer’s CHOICE – by 

delivering what the consumer wants 

and expect from us.
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To be the best, one should have the 

infrastructure that’s nothing but the 

best. With a vision of producing a 

matchless quality of rice while making 

it commercially available at the most 

competitive price takes a whole lot of 

planning as well as technological 

support.

Having technological tie-up with 

Satake Corporation, Japan, we have the 

ability of providing a quality of rice 

that’s loved and relished by millions.

The extensive process for treatment of 

paddy initially starts with parboiling 

and drying of the raw paddy. To ensure 

that we meet the growing market need 

with ease, 40 tones of paddy is 

processed per hour in fully automatic 

parboiling process plants using soft 

water and strict temperature control 

system. This ensures that each grain is 

free from any bacterial generation or 

fermentation while at the same time 

retaining their rich natural aroma. This 

is followed by sensor based paddy 

drying units which give uniform drying 

of paddy and reduces the broken 

grains at the stage of milling.

Three milling plants sourced from 

Satake Corporation, Japan are fitted 

with latest paddy cleaning and rice 

polishing machines are capable of 

processing 36 metric tons of paddy per 

hour. Storage of 24000 tons silos 

system is part of the facility that helps 

us in ensuring that the finest quality of 

basmati rice is available all round the 

year.
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With years of research, technological 

advancements mixed with our 

traditional approach, DRRK Foods 

introduced the Crown Brand of 

Basmati Rice. Over time Crown 

Basmati Rice has evolved into 

something exquisitely delectable. 

Along with its very distinctive taste, the 

Crown Basmati is also known for its 

mouthwatering natural aroma that 

millions of people crave for. Keeping in 

mind the different taste and 

requirement of our consumers, we are 

offering four variants of basmati rice 

viz. Raw, Steam, Cream Sella and 

Golden Sella; which are available under 

the brand name of Crown Pearl, Crown 

Opal, Crown Sapphire and Crown 

Amber respectively.
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Jewels in

the Crown



With over 1.5 years of natural aging, 

the Crown Pearl Raw Basmati Rice 

develops a perfect aroma and taste 

that go beyond description and has to 

be only tasted to be believed. The 

superfine extra long grain rice is 

nothing but grains of pure delight and 

exactly what true Indian Basmati Rice 

should be.

The Crown Opal Steam Basmati Rice is 

perfect for dishes such as Biriyani as 

well as Pulao. Processed naturally to 

remove stickiness in cooked grains, 

this variant of basmati rice is used for 

fluffy dishes and is known for its 

exquisite taste and mouth-watering 

aroma.

Raw

Steam
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Available in 1 Kg, 5 Kg, 10 Kg, 20 Kg, 25 Kg and 40 Kg packs

Available in 1 Kg, 5 Kg, 10 Kg, 20 Kg, 25 Kg and 40 Kg packs



The Crown Amber Golden Sella 

Basmati Rice is the variant which is 

recommended widely by dietitians for 

its nutritional values. This variant of 

basmati rice which is known for its 

taste as well as health benefits has low 

GI value and is recommended for 

diabetics.

Golden Sella

With the Crown Sapphire Cream Sella 

Basmati Rice we present a range of 

quality basmati rice that has been 

processed in our world-class parboiling 

plants that helps it retain its natural 

taste and aroma. Known for its long 

slender grains, this variant of Basmati 

Rice looks as good as it tastes.

Cream Sella
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Available in 5 Kg, 10 Kg, 20 Kg, 24 Kg and 40 Kg packs

Available in 5 Kg, 10 Kg, 20 Kg, 24 Kg and 40 Kg packs



Our company has come a long way 

and the achievements of today are the 

results of the hard work over the years 

gone by. From what started as a 

small scale industry way back in 1967, 

the DRRK Group has over time 

turned itself into one of the top 

conglomerates. Crossing the milestone 

of becoming a huge manufacturing 

house with world-class infrastructure 

and state-of-the-art facility transpired 

sooner than we had envisaged. With 

the strength and support of each and 

every member of this organization,

over time we have crossed one 

milestone after another. 

Became a Government recognized 
Trading House.

Became a prestigious member of All 
India Rice Exporter Association.

Received ISO 22000 Certified.

Became a HACCP Certified Company. 

We strongly believe that with hard 

work and true dedication we can 

overcome any hurdles and the goals 

we have set for us will all eventually 

turn into our milestones.
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The

Milestones



At DRRK Foods, as much as we are 
dedicated in offering our consumers 
with the best quality basmati rice; we 
are also taking equal measures to 
ensure that we stand up to our 
responsibility towards the environment 
and its preservation. For a pollution 
free society and a better tomorrow, we 
understand how important it is to 
ensure that we take the effective steps 
now. Accordingly we are taking proper 
initiatives by investing more and more 
in green technology so that our future 
generation gets to live in a cleaner and 
pollution-free environment.
 
We have at our disposal in-house 
power generation plant. Also, our entire 
unit runs on renewable energy 
produced out of steam. The steam is 

further used for parboiling of paddy to 
ensure better utilization and less 
wastage of power. Also, no hazardous 
waste water is discharged in this 
process as the treated water is 
recycled and used for irrigation 
purpose in company owned farm 
lands.
 
As a responsible company of 
international repute, we leave no 
stones unturned to ensure none of our 
actions harm the integrity of the 
environment. Every step is being taken 
to preserve our environment in the 
most effective way possible.
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We care for

the Environment



Corporate Office:
3rd Floor, Sco 88, District Shopping Center, Opp. Oriental Bank Of Commerce, 

Ranjit Avenue, Amritsar 143001, Punjab, India, Tel: +91-183-5064214

India Marketing Office:
Suite - 406, NDM - 1 Building, Netaji Subash Place,
Pitampura, Delhi 110034, Tel: +91-11-4556 5333 

International Marketing Office:
Suite - 208, Sheikh Hasher Al Maktoum Building, Opp. Al Ras Metro Station,

Al Ras - Deira, Dubai, UAE, Tel: +971-4-2946146/47

Works:
Goindwal Road, Tarn Taran 143401, Punjab, India 

drrk@crownrice.com | info@crownrice.com 

www.crownrice.com

sales@crownrice.com


